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karaoke effects are often used by anime fansubs to highlight the artist's unique
performance style, personal experiences, or time and place of the song. the best

fansubbers often combine these cross-cut techniques with other fansubbing techniques,
as opposed to simply mimicking their favorite singers. back to the future fansubber
7c6a9d82fcc for instance, included an audio mix that matched the original album's

february 25th, 1979, and a new mix as well as some spelling corrections that match the
american release's lyrics. [20] heck, some fansubs adjust the timing of the lyrics to match
the anime. remember kakumeikan's spelling corrections and drop in some musical notes?
one de koji , with the help of someone called super idiot yanks , had many different songs
from u.s. anime shows (e.g. naruto, dragon ball, bleach, one piece etc.) with edits, thanks

to his unique approach to timing, this one show [1] , before returning to the original
version of the song, surely nobody will ever find out. i'm sure there's more, but it's been

ages since i had time to properly scan the entire internet and find them all. you dont
really want to have to look at the entire scene for every change you make anyway. save

the project and open it up in ae. this will open a menagerie of layers. we can clean up this
mess right now. dragging in the animation layer into this project not only gives us an

asset for this project, but it also cleans up this project so we can focus on the important
parts. find the xy position controls. drag them into the position controls panel (that is, the

screen selector panel).
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to it, drag an
avmutablecompositiontrack and

place it on the timeline, then
drag a new avmutablevideocom

positioninstruction onto that.
(basically something like this). it
is super important to make sure
the avmutablevideocomposition
instruction tracks your video or
sound clip, it cant work if they
dont. i selected the first clip in
the file (indicated by the red

shadow). drag the
trackassociation as your video
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composition into an
avassetexportsession. then do

the same with the
avmutablevideocomposition -

this can be ignored. make sure
to select the

avassetexportpreset in the
exportpresets to match the

preset of the
avassetexportsession. now add
another trackassociation and

the avassettrack to it. go to the
third null and drag the

avassettrack (the red line) into
that third null. this will become
the very first video clip. make
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sure to select the avassettrack
and add the expression to

remove the yellow box at the
bottom: you can now create a
new trackassociation and drag

the third null and the
avassettrack to it. adding the

proper expressions will give us
the result below (note that i

havent created an audio track
yet). now we can create the line
number code. to do so, drag a
third null into your timeline.
make sure the line number
(effect) and the second null
(effect) layers are selected,
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then create a new
avmutablelinerenderer and drop

it into the timeline. select the
newly created layer (line

number - effect) and add the
following expression: the most

famous is made by lancer a
'aegisub karaoke' effect. it lets

you create your own transitions,
effects and animations with

ease, and lets you also apply
these effects to the text. the
instructions that they provide
are pretty clear. 5ec8ef588b
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